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The V Form of  Peponi School is the two year course that leads to iGCSE and the V Form Charter 
(Lower V (Year 10) and Upper V (Year 11)).  All pupils will have embarked on their iGCSE subjects 
– those that are compulsory and those that are optional.  In addition to these academic demands the 
School will expect that a number of  other courses and activities are completed.  This will lead to the 
award of  the V Form Charter.  A full report of  a pupil’s performance in this award will be completed 
at the end of  the Hilary Term in the Upper V.  This will be the basis of  any report that leaves the 
School as it will incorporate not only academic performance but all other important areas of  school 
life.  The majority of  pupils will have completed their Shell Diploma and will have an understanding 
of  how the Charter is rewarded.  

The Charter is made up of  three units 

Academic Assessment 

All members of  the V Form will receive honour points for the work that they do in both the 
classroom and during Convocations.  Merits and Commendations awarded can support an 
accumulation of  more honour points.  Academic Collection percentages are averaged perodically. 

Component Honours Points 

1. Academic Collections – effort percentage 300

2. Examination Performance (2 sessions) 200

3. Merit Awards 100

4. Commendations 100

5. 2 Convocations (Lower V) 200

6. Convocation (Upper V) 100

Maximum 1000

The V Form Charter
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The V Form Charter

Extra – Curricular 
 
Pupils are expected to take part in as many of  these activities as possible and some, such as sport, are 
compulsory.  A minimum of  four activities will be required to contribute to The Charter

Component Honours Points 

1. PESTs - Participation  300

2. Sport – Participation, Colours and Awards. 300

3. Music – Participation, Colours and Awards. 300

4. Head of  House Points 300

5. President’s Award 300

6. Charitable contributions / participation – in and out of  School 300

7. School Council Membership 300

8. Drama  300

9. Model United Nations 300
10. External (Out of  School) Activities 300
11. Work Experience 300

Maximum 1200

Independent Study

1. Gaudi Project 200

2. Mandela Essay 150

3. Reading 100

4. Assembly Presentation (Voluntary) 50

Maximum 500

The Charter is made up of  each of  the three parts 

Academic    1000 (minimum of  500 points must be secured)

Independent Study   500 (minimum of  300 points must be secured)

Extra – Curricular   1200 (minimum of  600 points must be secured from at least 4 
     Activities)

Total     2700
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The V Form Charter

There are four levels of  attainment that can be awarded at the end of  the V Form Charter:
 
Fail  - it is not anticipated that any pupil will fail their Charter, however, a poor 

performance will lead to not receiving your Charter.

Pass -  a total of  1400 points must be secured to awarded the Charter.
 
Merit -  a total  1900 honour points across all three units will be awarded a merit in their 

Charter. 

Distinction  - pupils who have secured over 2300 honour points will be awarded a distinction in 
their Charter.
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This is a piece of  information research, the main focus of  which is to collect information.  Pupils are 
to research a specific topic.  This research will be monitored and  will contribute to the overall mark 
of  the project.  The project must be illustrated appropriately.  

This year’s topic is centered on the world of  Architecture.  It is an area that is not included in any of  
your V Form courses.  

This particularly task which contributes towards the V Form Charter is designed to take you nine 
weeks.  The following schedule will be monitored by your tutor:

Objective

Introduction Lecture     Week 1 Trinity Term

Project Proposals to Tutors   Week 2 Trinity Term 

Research Check      Week 5 Trinity Term 

Progress Check 1    Week  9 Trinity Term  

Progress Check 2    Week 2 Michaelmas Term (Upper V)

Final Deadline      Week 5 Michaelmas Term (Upper V)

There are no straight lines or sharp corners in nature. Therefore, buildings 
must have no straight lines or sharp corners. Because of this, originality 

consists in returning to the origin. 

Architect Antoni Gaudi (1852 – 1926) 

The Gaudi Project
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A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination.
......................

Do not judge me by my successes, judge me by how many times I fell down 
and got back up again.

President of  the Republic of  South Africa 
Nelson Mandela (1918 – 2013)

The Mandela Essay

The purpose of  the Mandela Project is to help develop research skills, time management and many 
other skills that could be very useful in more senior years at school and university. The Mandela Essay 
will consist of  a 3500 word report on a title relating to Government and Politics. Marks will be gained 
on the planning and project management of  the essay, as well as the content of  the final report. The 
overall aim is for you pupils to continue to develop your own independent and inquiry learning skills. 
It will build on some of  the work did from the Shell and allow you to investigate an area of  academic 
interest outside of  the normal V Form curriculum. 
 
There will be greater emphasis in this award on your ability to collect information and data.  The 
importance will be placed on reading, ability to include examples and pupils’ overall ability to display 
information in a coherent and concise manner.  The focus of  the Mandela Essay is political, civic 
government structure.  There will be a series of  lectures and talks early in the Michaelmas Term of  
the Lower V Form and reading material will be made available.  The actual topic will be decided by 
the pupil with guidance from their tutor.  

The following framework will be provided to support pupils in the research and writing up phases of  
the project. 

Objective      Deadline/Date

Lecture 1. Government Structures   Week 1 Michaelmas Term 

Lecture 2. The Legislature and Administration  Week 3 Michaelmas Term

Lecture 3. Politics – the argument begins   Week 5 Michaelmas Term

Proposal to Tutors      Week 4 Michaelmas Term 

Research Standard Check      Week 6 Michaelmas Term

Progress Check     Week 10 Michaelmas Term

Present Final Report      Week 2 Hilary Term
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We don’t always have an accurate view of our own potential. I think most 
people are frightened of public speaking and can’t imagine they might 

feel different as a result of training. Don’t assume you know how much 
potential you have. Sometimes the only way to know what you can do is to 

test yourself. 
Cartoonist Scott Adams (1957 - ) 

.......................................
If you’re not comfortable with public speaking - and nobody starts out 

comfortable; you have to learn how to be comfortable - practice. I cannot 
overstate the importance of practicing. Get some close friends or family 

members to help evaluate you, or somebody at work that you trust. 
Politician Hilary Clinton (1947 - )

Assembly Presentations

These are important part of  the V Form Charter as they not only incorporate important skills such as 
research, planning and creativity but they will also develop a pupil’s ability to present a topic, an idea 
or an argument in a formal and oral format. Another skill that will be practised here is team work.  
This is the piece of  independent study unit that encourages and demands team-work.  

This is not a compulsory unit for the Charter; pupils are encouraged by their tutors to include a 
presentation during their V Form.

Aim 

Pupils are expected to present to the School or section of  the School an important topic of  their 
choice.  They should not only be prepared to inform the audience but also to create a production that 
entertains, educates and encourages further debate.  

Format

The length of  presentation can be no longer than 10 minutes. All pupils in each group are expected 
to present and contribute to the assembly.  How the presentation takes its form is entirely up to the 
group. 

Tutors will monitor the preparation of  the presentation and marks will be awarded for research and 
the development of  ideas.  
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Results from all parts of  the Charter are recorded on the following pages. This booklet is then 
handed to the Headmaster for signing when the Charter is complete.
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Academic Results Summary
Collections

Collection Percentage Awarded Honours Points 

LOWER V
Michaelmas 1

Michaelmas 2

Michaelmas 3

Michaelmas 4

Term Total

Hilary 1

Hilary 2

Hilary 3

Term Total

Trinity 1

Trinity 2

Trinity 3

Term Total

Final Points

UPPER V
Michaelmas 1

Michaelmas 2

Michaelmas 3

Michaelmas 4

Term Total

Hilary 1

Hilary 2

Term Total

Final Points
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Merits 

Term
Number

of
Merits

LOWER V

Michaelmas 

Hilary 

Trinity    

UPPER  V

Michaelmas 

Total 

Honours Points 

Commendations

The following Commendations have been received 

Subject Awarded for.. Honours 
Points

Total Honours Points
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Academic Results Summary

Total Honour Points
for the Charter    _________________

      Signed (Head of  Year)  _____________________

Examinations

LOWER V

Michaelmas Term % Michaelmas Term 
Honour Points  

Trinity Term  %  Trinity Term Honour 
Points

Examinations
UPPER V
IGCSE Mock 
Examinations

Honour Points

Convocations

Convocation 1 Honour Points.

Convocation 2  Honour Points.
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Independent Study Results Summary

The Mandela Essay

Title 

Marks Awarded  _____________________

Honours Points  _____________________

Signed (Head of  Year) ___________________

Date ____________
The Gaudi Project

Title

Marks Awarded  _____________________

Honours Points  _____________________

Signed (Head of  Science) ___________________

Date ____________
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Independent Study Results Summary

Reading

Total Points Awarded for Reading ____________________

Signed (Head of  English)     _________________________

Total Honour Points
for The Charter   _________________

      Signed (Head of  Year)
           ___________________
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Extra Curricular Results Summary

Activity Honours 
Points

Non Compulsory 

1.

2.

3.

4. 

Total

Total Honours Point
for The Charter    _________________

      Signed (Head of  Year)
         _____________________
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Final Results Summary
Academic Section  _______________

Independent Study _______________

Extra-Curricular _______________

Total  _______________

Award Appointed  _______________

Comment Tutor

Signed Tutor  ____________________________

Signed Headmaster  ____________________________
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